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Controlling Growth of Novel Solid-State Materials via
Discrete Molybdenum-Oxide-Based Building Blocks as Synthons
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The understanding of the fundamental principles behind the
growth of materials from discrete molecules to new solid-state
materials is presently a great challenge. Herein novel nanoscale
polyoxometalate clusters with circular and spherical topologies
are described and examples that have application in the study of
molecular growth processes are highlighted. This is because it is
now possible to control the formation of solid-state structures
from certain types of polyoxometalate fragments that can be
described as synthon-based building blocks. This ability, com-
bined with the enormous number of ways that these building
blocks can be linked together, is opening completely new and
fascinating avenues for the synthesis of solid-state structures with
predesigned properties. ( 2000 Academic Press
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solid-state structures; synthon-based building blocks.

1. INTRODUCTION

The deliberate synthesis of multifunctional compounds
and materials with synthon-based building blocks (the term
&&synthon'' seems justi"ed for reactive polyoxometalate frag-
ments/building blocks which can be easily generated and
linked) is one of the most challenging problems in contem-
porary chemistry. Pertinent targets include the synthesis of
materials with network structures that have desirable and
predictable properties, such as mesoporosity (1) (due to
well-de"ned cavities and channels), electronic and ionic
transport (2), ferro- as well as ferrielasticity, luminescence
and catalytic activity (3,4). The synthesis of such compounds
or solids from preorganized linkable building blocks
with well-de"ned geometries and chemical properties is,
therefore, of special interest (5). In this article, we will focus
on the relationship between some polyoxometalate-based
giant clusters and solid-state structures derived from these
precursors. Accordingly, a strategy will be presented that
1To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: a.mueller@uni-
bielefeld.de.
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allows the intentional synthesis of solid-state materials,
both by designing and utilizing known clusters that can be
treated as synthon-based building blocks (and thus these
synthons can be linked together), with preferred structure
and function.

2. BASIC BUILDING BLOCKS AND STRUCTURAL
TYPES IN MOLYBDENUM-BASED
POLYOXOMETALATE CLUSTERS

In generating large complex molecular systems it has to
be realized that the directed and nondirected linking of
a huge variety of basic and well-de"ned fragments a!ects
many natural processes. An impressive example of this,
discussed in virtually all textbooks on biochemistry, is the
self-aggregation process of the tobacco mosaic virus, which
is based on preorganized units (6). This process exempli"es
the strategy used by nature in controlling the linking of
fragments to form larger units and linking the latter again,
see Fig. 1.

To copy nature's approach in the construction of metal-
oxide-based clusters, relatively large molecular fragments
must be functionalized with groups that allow linking
through characteristic reactions. For example, the protona-
tion of highly reactive M(k-O

3
)}MoO

3
N (so-called &&anti-

Lipscomb'' units) groups positioned on polyoxometalate
cluster fragments results in condensation reactions of the
fragment under H

2
O formation (7). In the case of the gen-

eration of large polyoxometalate clusters (8, 9), the above-
mentioned concept of preorganized units is of particular
importance due to the fact that di+erently transferable buil-
ding units govern the structural chemistry.

2.1. Transferable Building ;nits in MMo
36

N/MMo
57

N
and the MMo

154
N/MMo

176
N 00Giant-=heel 11 Clusters

From a fundamental point of view the construction and
linking of polyoxometalate clusters containing repeating
units, which can be considered as synthon-based building
blocks, is conceptually very powerful, both in the mental
0022-4596/00 $35.00
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FIG. 1. General scheme depicting the assembly procedure of the to-
bacco mosaic virus with nature's self-assembly approach.
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decomposition and construction of real clusters containing
thousands of atoms. For instance, building blocks contain-
ing 17 molybdenum atoms (MMo

17
N units) can be given as

an example of a generally repeated building block or syn-
thon which can be considered to form anions consisting of
FIG. 2. Polyhedral representations of the MMo
36

N and MMo
57

N clusters (to
outline.
two or three of these units. The resulting species are of
the MMo

36
N type (e.g., [(MoO

2
)
2
MH

12
Mo

17
(NO)

2
O

58
(H

2
O)

2
]12~, a two-fragment cluster,MMo@

1
N
2
MMo

17
N
2
) or

of the MMo
57

N type (e.g. [(VO(H
2
O))

6
(Mo

2
(H

2
O)

2
(OH))

3
MMo

17
(NO)

2
O

58
(H

2
O)

2
N
3
]21~, a three-fragment cluster,

MVN
6
MMo@

2
N
3
MMo

17
N
3
) (10}12). The latter can be obtained

from the former cluster under reducing conditions in the
presence of the relatively strong nucleophilic linker V IV, see
Fig. 2.

It has now been well established that a solution contain-
ing MMo

17
N-type species can be reduced and acidi"ed

further to yield a mixed-valence wheel-shaped cluster
(and derivatives thereof ) MMo

154
N,[Mo

154
(NO)

14
O

434
(OH)

14
(H

2
O)

70
]28~ (13). Formally, this cluster can be re-

garded as a tetradecamer with D
7d

symmetry (if the hydro-
gen atoms are excluded) and structurally generated by
linking 140 MoO

6
octahedra and 14 MoO

6
(NO) pentag-

onal bipyramids (Fig. 3).
Using the general architecture principle for the &&giant-

wheel''-type clusters the structural building blocks, e.g., for
the MMo

154
N-type cluster, can be deduced and expressed

in terms of the three di!erent building blocks as
[MMo

2
N
n
MMo

8
N
n
MMo

1
N
n
]n~ (n"14). The building blocks

of the type MMo
8
N, MMo

2
N, and MMo

1
N are each present

14 times in the original cluster and the corresponding
analogous (synthesized without the NO ligands) iso-
p and side views). One MMo
8
N group is highlighted in each view with a black



FIG. 3. Representation showing the general architecture principle for the &&giant-wheel''-type clusters, using the MMo
154

N cluster (top view, left-hand
side, and side view, right-hand side) as an example. The structural building blocks for all the &&giant-wheel'' clusters can be formulated as comprising MMo

8
N

units that are connected together via the MMo
2
N units on the inner side of the wheel. Finally, the MMo

1
N units form the equatorial plane of the ring linking

the MMo
8
N units together above and below the equator (the MMo

1
N units are circled in the side view of the cluster for clarity).
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polyoxometalate cluster [Mo
154

O
448

(OH)
14

(H
2
O)

70
]14~

(having 14 MMoON4` instead of 14 MMoNON3` groups)
which turned out to comprise one prototype of the soluble
amorphous molybdenum blue species (14). Furthermore,
a larger MMo

176
N &&giant-wheel'' cluster with D

8h
symmetry

can also be synthesized under similar conditions; the larger
cluster geometrically results if two more of each of the three
di!erent types of building units are added to the &&giant-
wheel'' MMo N cluster (15). This presents a hexadecameric
FIG. 4. Representation of the upper halves of the tetradecameric
MMo

154
N and the hexadecameric MMo

176
N &&giant-wheel'' clusters. The

MMo
8
N and MMo

2
N building blocks are shown below. The equatorial

MMo
1
N building blocks, which connect the two halves of the &&Giant-

Wheels'' together, are not visible in this representation.

154
ring structure, containing 16 (n"16) instead of 14 of each of
the three aforementioned building blocks (Fig. 4) (cf. (22)).

This result is interesting from the point of view that it is
possible to express the architecture of these systems with
a type of Aufbau principle. Furthermore, the MMo

17
N unit,

with C
2v

symmetry, can be subdivided again into one
MMo*

1
N and two MMo

8
N units (two MMo

8
N-type groups lin-

ked by an MMo*
1
N-type unit). It is interesting to note that the

MMo N building blocks are found in many other large poly-
FIG. 5. Wire frame representation showing how all the metal atoms of
the MMo

132
N Keplerate are connected.

8



FIG. 6. Comparison of the polyhedral representations of the MMo
132

N Keplerate with the MMo
154

N cluster (not to scale) with the pentagonal
MMo(Mo)

5
N (in thick lines) and the adjoining MMo

2
N (dark gray) units emphasized in each. It is important to know, in the context of synthesis, that the

MMo
2
N units have a di!erent structure in each class of cluster, but it is only these units which have been observed to be exchangeable for other metal ions.
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oxometalate structures and MMo
8
N itself can be divided into

a (close-packed) MMo(Mo)
5
N pentagon built up by a central

MoO
7
pentagonal bipyramid sharing edges with "ve MoO

6
octahedra and two more MoO

6
octahedra sharing corners

with atoms of the pentagon (Fig. 3). Additionally, the surfa-
ces of the &&giant-wheel'' clusters can be modi"ed by ligand-
exchange reactions (16).

2.2. Transferable Building ;nits in Spherical Keplerate
Clusters (Pentagon)

12
(¸inker)

30
One of the most striking examples from polyoxometalate

chemistry, showing the enormous number of ways that
polyoxometalate fragments can link together, is demon-
strated by the spherical inorganic cluster-based Keplerate
systems (17}20). For example, one of the spherical clusters
of this type reported has the formula [MoVI

72
MoV

60
O

372
(MeCO

2
)
30

(H
2
O)

72
]42~ (MMo

132
N ) and consists of

two types of building blocks (Fig. 5): 12 pentagonal
MMo(Mo)

5
N units and 30 linking MMoV

2
N units (this type of

MMo
2
N unit can be formulated as MMoV

2
O

4
(OOR)`N
FIG. 7. Schematic representation of the basic assembly principle of the
formation is based on the synergetically induced functional complementarity
(R"CCH
3
, CH, PO

2
)). In geometrical terms this type of

cluster can be described as (pentagon)
12

(linker)
30

; penta-
gon"MMo(Mo)

5
N and linker"MMV

2
O

4
(OOR)`N,

MOMo(H
2
O)N3`, or MFe(H

2
O)

2
N3`.

It is interesting that the MMoV
2
N building unit can be

formed only in the presence of stabilizing bidentate ligands
and it is these units that are able to direct the formation of
the M(Mo) (Mo)

5
N pentagon, which does not exist as an

independent unit. Furthermore, the M (Mo) (Mo)
5
N pentagon

found in the Keplerate can be considered to be similar to
the M(Mo) (Mo)

5
N pentagons found in the MMo

8
N units, of

which the MMo
57

N and &&giant wheel'' clusters are comprised,
Fig. 6 (20).

3. PROPERTIES OF THE 99GIANT-WHEEL:: AND
KEPLERATE CLUSTERS

Before the construction of solid-state materials with
MMo

154
N"MMo

8
N
n
MMo

2
N
n
MMo

1
N
n

(n"14 or 16) and
MMo

132
N"(pentagon)

12
(linker)

30
-type precursors is dis-

cussed it is instructive to consider the properties unique
&&giant-wheel''-shaped cluster units forming the networks and layers. The
of the MMo

2
N units O"Mo(¸) (e.g., ¸"H

2
O, H

2
PO~

2
) on their surfaces.



FIG. 8. (a) Perspective view of the framework of Na
21

[Mo
154

O
462

H
14

(H
2
O)

54
(H

2
PO

2
)
7
] ' ca. 300 H

2
O along the crystallographic

c axis, showing the abundance of nanotubes and cavities. For clarity, only
one complete ring (without the P ligands) is shown in polyhedral repres-
entation. With respect to the other rings, only the centers of the MMo

1
N

units are given and connected. (b) Ball-and-stick representation of the
upper half of a ring segment showing the principal positions of the H

2
PO~

2
ligands. (c) Detailed view [perpendicular to (a) and (b)] of the bridging
region between two cluster rings emphasizing one MMo

8
N and one MMo

1
N

unit (in polyhedral representation) as well as one MMo
2
N2` unit and one

H
2
PO~

2
ligand (in ball-and-stick representation).
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to these clusters. In this manner it should be possible to
build on these properties and develop strategies to "ne-
tune the overall properties of the new material. Interesting
and useful properties of the discrete clusters include the
following:

f The &&giant-wheel'' clusters exhibit a nanometer-sized cav-
ity, presenting new perspectives for novel host}guest
chemistry according to the di!erent sites on the cluster
surfaces.

f The Keplerate clusters have a nanometer-sized cavity
that presents the possibility to completely encapsulate
a guest within the cluster.

f The &&giant-wheel'' clusters have an extended hydrophilic
inner and outer surface due to the presence of 5n H

2
O

ligands (2n H
2
O ligands belong to the MMo

2
N and 3n

H
2
O ligands to the MMo

8
N groups).

f The molybdenum-oxide-based clusters render a molecu-
lar model for catalytically active metal-oxides of indus-
trial importance.

f The periphery of the clusters (both the &&giant-wheel'' and
Keplerate clusters) have high electron density; this has
implications for the activation of small molecules coor-
dinated to the surface site.

f The &&giant-wheel'' clusters support n electronically un-
coupled MMo

5
O

6
N compartments of incomplete double-

cubane type, each of which carries two delocalized 4d
electrons, a situation which is comparable to a so-called
electronic necklace corresponding to an electron-storage
system where the uncoupled storage elements are
threaded like pearls on a string. These compartment-
delocalized electrons are responsible for the intense blue
color (21, 22).

f It is possible to generate deliberately discrete and well-
de"ned structural defects on the inner surface of the
cluster ring by abstracting positively charged MMo

2
N

groups using special ligands, which have a high a$nity to
these groups (see below). This drastically changes both
the reactivity and the shape (23).

f It is possible to selectively replace the MMo
2
N groups on

the ring (MMo
2
N) and the MMoV

2
N found in the Keplerate-

type clusters with other, high-spin metal centers, e.g.,
Fe3` ions, respectively (24).

f It is possible to place molecules or replace ligands, e.g.,
H

2
O by CH

3
OH (16), at di!erent sites of the surface of

the &&giant-wheel'' clusters, in particular to replace up to
two H

2
O ligands at the MMo

8
N groups (thereby changing

the properties of the clusters) and to study direct reac-
tions between the molecules placed inside the cavity.

By the designed synthesis of solid-state structures incor-
porating such clusters it should be possible to exploit and
control these properties and even predict the emergence of
new properties that could arise due to the complexity and
the size of the systems synthesized.
4. FROM CLUSTERS TO SOLID-STATE STRUCTURES

4.1. Crystal Engineering I: ¹he ¸inking of 00Giant-=heel11
and MMo

36
N Cluster Synthons to Network Structures

One extremely interesting observation is that it is possible
to obtain &&giant-wheel''-type species, which are structurally
incomplete, comprising defects when compared to the orig-
inal MMo

154
N cluster. These defects manifest themselves as
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missing MMo
2
N2` units, but statistically these defects can

sometimes be seen as underoccupied MMo
2
N2` units when

the distribution is a!ected by rotational or translational
disorder within the crystal structure (27). When wheel clus-
ters with defects are considered the numbers of each type of
building block are not identical as a fraction of the
MMo

2
N2` groups have been removed. As a result the overall

negative charge on the &&giant-wheel'' increases by two for
each of the removed MMo

2
N2` groups. These compounds

also can be expressed in terms of the &&giant-wheel'' architec-
ture, with the general formula [MMo

2
N
n~x

MMo
8
N
n

MMo
1
N
n
]*n`2x+~ where the value x corresponds to the num-

ber of defects introduced into the system (in the case of the
&&giant-wheel'' structures, only structures that have n"14
have been discovered with defects to date).

In the case of the MMo
154

N-type cluster, the nucleophilic-
ity at special sites can be increased by either removing
FIG. 9. Polyhedral representation of MMo
144

N units linked to chains. Th
MMo

2
N units are shown in a black outline. A face-on representation of one o

highlighted with a black outline) is shown in the upper left corner for clarity
several positively charged MMo
2
N2` groups with bidentate

ligands like formate (that means via formation of defects)
(26), or placing electron-donating ligands like H

2
PO~

2
on

the inner ring surfaces (27) (Figs. 7, 8). This leads to a linkage
of the ring-shaped clusters via Mo}O}Mo bonds to form
compounds with layers or chains (derived from MMo

144
N

ring units (28)) (Fig. 9) according to a type of crystal engin-
eering (see below). Single crystals of the chain-type com-
pound exhibit interesting anisotropic electronic properties
that represent promising "elds for further research.

In compounds of that type channels are present, the inner
surfaces of which have basic properties in contrast to the
acidic channels in zeolites (21). The layer compound can
take up small organic molecules such as formic acid, which
according to the basicity are partly deprotonated. The
reduction of an aqueous solution of sodium molybdate by
hypophosphorus (phosphinic) acid at low pH values (+1)
e linking occurs via the MMo
2
N units*the polyhedra formed by the linked

f the linking units with a ring above and below the linked polyhedra (also
.
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results in the formation of nanosized ring-shaped cluster
units (de"ned above) which assemble to form layers of the
compound Na

21
[Mo

154
O

462
H

14
(H

2
O)

54
(H

2
PO

2
)
7
] ' ca.

300 H
2
O (27). The assembly is based on the synergetically

induced complementarity of amphiphilic MMo
2
N-type

O"Mo(H
2
O) groups and corresponds to the replacement

of H
2
O ligands of rings by related terminal oxo groups of

the MMo
2
N-type O"Mo(H

2
O) units of other rings acting

formally as ligands (and vice versa). The increased nuc-
leophilicity of the O"Mo groups at the ring is induced by
coordinated H

2
PO~

2
ligands (Fig. 8).

This type of linking is not con"ned to the larger clusters;
previously it has been shown that the smaller MMo

36
N clus-

ters (formally these are generated by the linking of two
MMo

17
N units with two MMo

1
N units) can be linked together
FIG. 10. Wire frame representation of the layer structure of linked MMo
7

metal atoms are shown; Fe centers, black spheres). The unit cell is also dep
spheres.
into 1-D polymers by the incorporation of MMo
2
O

4
(k-O)

(H
2
O)

2
N linker groups (29). In a recent study this has been

extended by the incorporation of lanthanide ions into the
structure which results in the formation of a 1-D-type poly-
mer while linking occurs via an Mo}O}Ln unit; further-
more, two weakly bound electrophilic MMoON3` groups are
believed to exist (30).

4.2. Crystal Engineering II: ¸inking Molecular Keplerate
Clusters to ¸ayers

The solid-state chemistry based on the spherically shaped
Keplerate clusters is versatile. In crystals of the MMo

132
N-

type species (space group Fm31 ), the spheres are ordered
according to the cubic close packing scheme (17). This
2
Fe

30
N units with emphasized Fe}O}Fe bridges along the a axis (only the

icted, showing the approximate face-centred cubic packing of the cluster
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packing, similar to that of hard spheres, is simply due to the
spherical shape of the cluster's van der Waals surface. In
contrast, in the case of a monoclinic crystal modi"cation of
the functionalized Keplerate system MMo

72
Fe

30
N (19), dis-

tinct solid-state reactions, i.e., the linking of these icosahed-
ral spherical clusters to layers, can take place even at room
temperature, Fig. 10. During the dehydration process of
crystals comprising MMo

72
Fe

30
N units, crystal water mol-

ecules are expelled in a "rst (slow) step and the cluster shells
approach each other until a minimum distance between the
Fe}OH

2
2H

2
O}Fe groups (on adjacent clusters) is reach-

ed (Fig. 11). This "rst step is followed by a second (faster)
one in which a condensation reaction takes place at four Fe
sites on each cluster unit. This reaction mechanism is known
for the formation of inorganic polycations at low activation
energies:

2Fe(H
2
O)#(H

2
O)Fe2

}H`
&&&"
$%):$3!5*0/

2Fe(OH
2
)#(HO)Fe2

}H`@}H2O&&&" 2Fe}O}Fe2. [1]

This reaction "nally results in a two-dimensional grid
structure found in the compound [H

4
Mo

72
Fe

30
O

254
(CH

3

FIG. 11. Representation of the metal skeletons of the cluster units in t
condensation reaction proceeds from discrete cluster units (as present in freshly
in which discrete units are approached to each other reaching a minim
Fe}OH

2
2H

2
O}Fe groups which "nally react to form the Fe}O}Fe linker
COO)
10

MMo
2
O

7
(H

2
O)N MH

2
Mo

2
O

8
(H

2
O)N

3
(H

2
O)

87
] ' ca.

80 H
2
O. The four Fe}O}Fe links (Fe}Fe"3.79As ) inter-

connect each cluster unit with four neighboring shells. This
also leads to a decrease of the e!ective magnetic
moment from nearly 30 uncoupled Fe(III) centers to
approximately 26 uncoupled Fe(III) centers as the iron
centers of the (nearly linear) Fe}O}Fe groups are strongly
coupled. This situation is typical for structurally similar
(linear) (k-O)Fe

2
complexes.

It is possible to isolate the intermediate compound con-
taining the spherical clusters as discrete entities: [Mo

72
Fe

30
O

252
(CH

3
COO)

10
MMo

2
O

7
(H

2
O)N MH

2
Mo

2
O

8
(H

2
O)N

3
(H

2
O)

91
] ' ca. 100 H

2
O (Fe}Fe"5.35 As ) that crystallizes in

the same space group (P2
1
/n) as the freshly prepared pre-

cipitated compound, before the dehydration (drying) pro-
cess. In this compound the short Fe2Fe distances are
stabilized by hydrogen bonds (Fe}OH

2
2OH

2
}Fe 2.77 As ),

see Fig. 11.
In addition, the tiling of icosahedral units in a two-dimen-

sional grid in principle con#icts with classical crystallogra-
phy, which excludes the presence of C

5
axes. In the layer

compound, which crystallizes in the space group Cmca, the
symmetry is broken by the linking of the icosahedral units
via oxygen atoms, thus enabling the arrangement in a two-
dimensional grid.
he MMo
72

Fe
30

N layer compound with emphasized links (right side). The
prepared monoclinic crystals of MMo

72
Fe

30
N; left side) via an intermediate,

um distance. This geometry is stabilized by hydrogen bonds between
s. (A. MuK ller et al., Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 39, 1616 (2000)).
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5. A MODEL FOR A NUCLEATION AND A LIMITED
GROWTH PROCESS: SECTIONS OF SOLID-STATE

STRUCTURES INSIDE THE CAVITIES OF
MOLECULAR CLUSTERS

It is instructive, when describing or analyzing a solid-state
structure, to follow a reductionist approach insofar as the
system is mentally reduced into elementary building blocks
(e.g., polygons, polyhedra, or aggregates of these) and then
the local matching rules are explored according to which the
building blocks are assembled to yield the structure under
study. A good model system for this procedure is given
below. A new type of growth (nucleation) process within the
cavity of the above-mentioned molecular MMo

176
N cluster

(which acts here as a compartment) has been observed,
resulting in an MMo

248
N-type cluster (31) (see also (32)). This

MMo
248

N cluster consists of an MMo
176

N-type cluster ring,
where the ring openings are covered by two M36MoN
("MMo

36
(H

2
O)

24
O

96
N) fragments, which can be assigned

to two hubcaps (these should not be confused with the
[Mo

36
O

112
(H

2
O)

16
]8~ (MMo

36
N) cluster) (Fig. 12). It is

important in this context to consider the factors surround-
FIG. 12. Schematic representation of the growth process MMo
176

NPMM
into one MMo

176
N ring and two MMo

36
O

96
(H

2
O)

24
N &&hubcaps''.
ing the nucleation and growth processes that occur: (1) that
the subunits within the hubcaps are similar (some are even
identical) to those on the MMo

176
N-type cluster and (2) that

these M36MoN fragments consist of sections found in the
solid-state structure of Mo

5
O

14
. The comparison between

relevant parts of the MMo
248

N cluster and the solid-state
structure Mo

5
O

14
(33) reveals surprising parallels (Fig. 13):

the hubcaps (if the H atoms of the H
2
O ligands are ex-

cluded) are nearly identical (the only di!erence concerns the
geometry of the MMo

8
N units, of which there are two struc-

tural types but only one of these is present in the Mo
5
O

14
)

to a section of the crystal lattice of Mo
5
O

14
. Neverthe-

less, detailed pathways for the initial growth (nucleation)
steps of inorganic solid-state structures were unprecedented
until now.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In order to investigate the border region between the
molecular and the macroscopic world, several questions
arise, for instance, whether the size of such cluster systems
described here has a limit or can we fabricate ever larger
o
248

N. The structure of one MMo
248

N cluster can formally be decomposed



FIG. 13. Structural composition of the hubcap motif of the MMo
248

N cluster and the related segment of the solid-state structure Mo
5
O

14
. Above:

Schematic representation of one half of the MMo
248

N cluster with a highlighted M36MoN hubcap. Below: Structure of Mo
5
O

14
viewed along the c axis. The

hubcaps and the Mo
5
O

14
layer sections each contain four MMo

8
N entities surrounding two central MMo

2
N units. A central ring of six MoO

6
octahedra is

formed by these two MMo
2
N units and one MoO

6
octahedron of two opposite MMo

8
N entities. Whereas in the case of the Mo

5
O

14
layer section the two

remaining MMo
8
N entities are of the type described above with one MMo(Mo)

5
N pentagon which has two adjacent MoO

6
octahedra, in the case of the

MMo
248

N hubcaps two consist of an MMo
6
N octahedron with two trans-positioned edge-sharing MoO

6
octahedra. The layers of the solid-state structure of

Mo
5
O

14
can be formed approximately by formal superposition of the above-mentioned segment with 36 Mo centers.
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assemblages approaching the limit of the macroscopic
world (34, 35)? Dynamic light scattering experiments on
solutions of the MMo

154
N-type clusters show, for instance,

monodispersity with respect to the abundance of extremely
large colloids with a hydrodynamic radius of ca. 40 nm (22),
the structure of which is as yet unknown. Referring to
biological systems we are dealing with a cluster size compa-
rable to that of (spherical) viruses. Interestingly, surface
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encapsulation with cationic long-chain surfactants allows
the possibility of using these systems as precursors for ma-
terials in the electronics industry (36).

However, the nanosized polyoxomolybdate clusters now
also provide model objects for studies on the initial nuclea-
tion steps of crystallization processes, an interesting aspect
for solid-state chemists and physicists as the initial steps for
crystal growth are not known. This is due to the fact that
they represent well-de"ned molecular systems and have
#exible (multidimensional) boundary conditions, i.e., clus-
ters with circular and spherical topologies can be considered
as potential precursors for such growth. It is envisaged that,
with such an approach, it will be possible to unveil some of
the mysteries associated with the biomineralization of struc-
tures such as the unicellular diatoms (37, 38). In the context
of biomineralization, which takes place at room temper-
ature (while chemists need high temperatures), it is remark-
able that the linking of &&giant-spherical'' clusters to a well-
de"ned solid-state layer structure is also possible at room
temperature. In summary it is important in this context that
(1) the aforementioned nanostructured building blocks can
even be isolated (according to their stability) and (2) they
have nanostructured cavities and well-de"ned properties,
thus o!ering the possibility to construct materials with
desired emergent properties using characteristic synthons,
in accordance with the rule that the whole (due to
cooperativity) is more than the sum of the parts.
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